Bus Stops

Regular Stops

A Sportsworld Station 1572
Maple Grove / Cherry Blossom 1288
Maple Grove / Saltsman 1287

B Maple Grove / Fountain 1036
Maple Grove / Vondrau 3849
Boxwood / Maple Grove 3646
Boxwood / Vondrau 3647
90 Vondrau Dr 1169
Vondrau / Boxwood 3648
Maple Grove / Boxwood 3649
Maple Grove / Fountain (East Side) 1035

C Loblaws Distribution Centre 2316
Maple Grove / Fountain (West Side) 2317
Maple Grove / Saltsman 3531
Maple Grove / Cherry Blossom 2318

A Sportsworld Station 1572

Flex Stops

Flex stops can be booked at any time using one of the following options:
1. Visit grt.ca/72flex
2. Phone 519-585-7555 option ‘5’

Flex Stops (by reservation only)

Toyota Branch
Toyota Cambridge Gate 2 7137
Toyota Cambridge Gate 1 7139

Heroux Devtek Branch
Heroux Devtek / Goddard 7138
Maple Grove / Speedsville 7140

For the most current bus stop listing, visit www.grt.ca
EasyGO makes taking transit easy!

1. Online Trip Planner: grt.ca
2. Next Bus Text: get information on the next bus times sent to your phone (does not apply to Flex Stops) Text 57555 + (4 digit bus stop #)
3. Next Bus Call: call to hear the next bus times for your stop (does not apply to Flex Stops) 519-585-7555
4. EasyGO Real-Time Desktop Map: plan trips by seeing and click on different routes and stops grt.ca